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This was the object.

Alex Rockefeller acted extremely quickly.

Before the stone fell to the ground, he reached out and grabbed it in the air.

The stone wasn’t large, and he could hold it with one hand.

Just as Alex grabbed the stone, his upper energy core started producing a strong force of absorption, rapidly
absorbing the essence from this stone.

No, it wasn’t just essence.

There was another type of energy.

Alex was very familiar with this source of energy. That’s because it was very compatible with his own body.
It was precisely the Chi energy with lightning attribute that was modified with his own Force. This stone
contained a massive amount of lightning attribute energy.

An immeasurable amount of essence and energy buzzed into Alex’s upper energy core.

Even Alex himself was shocked.

How could such a small piece of stone contain such a huge amount of energy?

Was this an energy block from Transformers?

But Alex soon discovered another problem. After the sea of energy rushed into his energy core, 90% of it was
absorbed by the mysterious bead, leaving him with only about 10%. But one should not underestimate this

10% of energy. Alex’s three energy cores, namely the upper, middle and lower energy cores, were filled in
the blink of an eye. The extra energy now coursed through his veins. Some even travelled through his
acupuncture points and into his skin and bones.

It hurt a lot!

The numbness made Alex feel as if electricity wrapped around his entire body.

‘The Force, activate!’

Alex immediately sat down with his legs crossed and frantically activated his cultivation stance. Through his
internal vision, he could see the bead inside his energy core shining brightly.

In the past, he couldn’t see clearly because the bead seemed chaotic and full of mist. But now, he could see
very clearly now that it had become transparent. There were countless golden runes inside. Alex was stunned
momentarily. He felt as if he had seen these runes somewhere. After thinking carefully, he realized he had
seen these runes in one of the chapters in the Ultimate Book of Medicine.

These were ancient Buddhist talismans.

Could this be a Buddhist treasure?

Alex felt secretly alarmed. At the same time, he could see countless broken Buddhist talismans grouped
together densely inside the bead. Most of them were severely fragmented.

However, after the bead absorbed a large amount of energy, the fragments seemed to be slowly getting
repaired.

‘Is this a damaged spiritual tool?’

‘No, spiritual tools can’t be stored inside one’s energy core. This is more likely a spiritual treasure.’

Spiritual treasures were even more high grade items than spiritual tools.

Alex couldn’t help but feel fired up in his heart. He was eager to see what surprise was in store for him after
the bead was repaired.

“Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Rockefeller! ” Xyla called out a few times after she saw Alex sitting on the ground. For
some reason, she felt surprised.

Right then, Alex was feeling energy being released all over his body. He immediately grabbed Xyla and pulled
her close to him forcefully. “Sit down. You have been given an opportunity today.”

Alex raised his hand and pressed it against the center of Xyla’s chest.

Xyla exclaimed. Her face turned peach red. This wasn’t a place a man could simply touch like that. But Xyla
could sense a strong gust of energy being transferred into her veins through Alex’s palm.

‘Is this enlightenment?’ Xyla was stunned.

She looked deeply at Alex, and no longer struggled. Her body began to quickly repair itself. Previously, there
had been side effects left behind from being tortured by the demonic Wisteria fetus. Now, her youthful looks
were returning.

Her face now looked like how it was before the incident In fact, she looked even more perfect!

